Home Learning Challenge – wb 22.06.20

Year 2 – Home Learning Challenge 13
Daily activities
 Reading (20 mins) – read a book you enjoy.
 Spelling (15 mins) – practise then choose 2 of the words from the box below and write them in a
sentence.
 Maths (15 mins) – a task from the fluency ladder – only move onto the next step when you are an
expert! Ask people in your house to test you on a Friday (maybe you could test them too!). Also keep
practicing your 2, 5, 10- and 3-times tables on TTRockstars.
 Mindfulness – Heartbeat. We can use our heartbeat to connect with the present moment in times of
difficulty or stress. Place your fingers or hands over the part of their body where they can best feel
their pulse - on the side of their neck, under their jaw, inside their wrist or, over their heart. Close your
eyes and notice how quickly or slowly your heart is beating. Think about your current state of emotion
and consider if this might be connected to how quickly or slowly your heart is beating. Stand and jump
up and down on the spot ten times. Return to sitting and feel your heartbeat again, noticing any
changes. Close your eyes and focus on your heartbeat until it slows back down.
 Physical activity – Bean bag toss: Set up a target
and have your children toss bean bags (or
something soft) into it. You can have bowls
(each worth a different point value) or use a box
with cuts holes in it.
Spellings for the week - ness (2)
dizziness
fussiness
jolliness
stickiness
silliness
cheekiness
bossiness
sleepiness
sloppiness
shyness
happiness
dryness
Weekly fun tasks
Try making your own butter!
Ingredients
Serves: 16
450ml (16 fl oz) double cream
1/4 teaspoon salt (optional)
Jam jar
Method
1. Pour the cream into the jam jar, filling it
half-way full
2. Screw on the lid tightly.
3. Shake the jar for approximately 5-7 minutes.
4. Remove the solids from the jar, this is your
butter and the remaining liquid is
buttermilk.
5. Your butter can be flavoured by mixing in
salt, garlic or even herbs and spices.

